RÉPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE
_____________________________________________________

MAIRIE DE CHERONNAC
____________________
MINUTES OF THE COUNCIL MEETING
Held 11th June 2018 at 20 h 30
Reading of the previous deliberations.
Acceptance of the minutes of the last meeting.
The municipal council has decided to follow the advice of the study undertaken by SEHV concerning
the choice of the maître d’oeuvre for the renovation of the préau and the creation of a central heating
boiler room. It was decided to retain the services of JLM Ingénierie of Limoges for the work.
The Maire presented to the municipal council the report drawn up by the company EGEH
concerning the geological and hydrological study prior to enlargement of the cemetery. This
study shows that it is possible to enlarge the lower part of the cemetery. The file has been sent to
ATEC 87 for their advice.
The Maire presented the speed test report compiled by the community of communes following the
placing of speed indicators in the lane leading to la Grue. The reports demonstrate that the speed limit
here is not respected and that some unacceptable speeds have been recorded.
Work is to be undertaken by the community of communes on the lane at Montoume which leads to
the quarry. The damaged pipe work which causes a constant overflow of water onto the D90 must be
repaired.
A request for the installation of a drainage gutter at Puissenet had been made by a resident of the
village. The works commission, having visited the site, took the decision that work of this nature was
unnecessary.
With regard to the lane des Sallas, the municipal council is awating an estimate from Mr Hardy.
For the PDIPR ramblers’ tracks which have been made available to the CCPOL, the signage will be
undertaken and maintained by the local associations. For the commune, the association Vayres a Pied
will undertake this work, using materials provided by the community of communes.
Following a request by a tenant of the commune to divide off a courtyard, the municipal council gives
its approval for the installation of wooden fencing panels.
The municipal council agrees to purchase a brush cutter for the technical agents.
The municipal council agrees to change the wooden barriers at the source of the Charente and those
alongside chez Raynaud.
The hay from the communal ground has been accorded to Mr Jean-Marie FOURGEAUD.
Chéronnac, 12th June 2018.
The Maire

